FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Beahm Designs Inc. Relocation Plan Serves To Reinforce Customer Satisfaction Initiatives Bay

Area Catheter Equipment Supplier Relocates to Increase Manufacturing Capacity for Existing
and New Products.
Los Gatos, Ca. (July, 2014); Beahm Designs Inc. today announced plans to relocate to a larger
facility in Milpitas, Ca. to hone its specialized manufacturing processes, support expanding
product lines and provide enhanced customer training. The relocation effort will be complete on
July 31, 2014.
Specialized Manufacturing Space
The new facility allows Beahm Designs to better align manufacturing practices with the artistic
nature of its medical device customers. The additional space will accommodate Beahm Designs’
“tailor-made” machine design and manufacturing operations, which encompass the customercentric business model Beahm Designs is known for. The machine building staff and CNC
machine shop will also reside in the new 11,000 square ft. facility, strategically located in the
heart of the Bay Area.
Additional Space for Additional Offering
Beahm Designs currently offers several branded product lines including the Beahm Hot Box and
Beahm Bonder series. A planned sequence of new product offerings will leverage Beahm
Designs hallmark Hot Air Technology and industry standard functionality.
Future Training Facility
Designed to address the artsy nature of equipment use, a fully-equipped onsite training center is
scheduled for completion in 2015. Customers will have access to a range of additional services
to eliminate out of the box issues, and to further employ the opportunity to identify, iterate and
perfect their specific processes for the best possible user experience.
Anita Beahm, CEO, commented "This relocation is inspiring many new initiatives and further
extending our industry roots. The new facility will provide a means for productive customer
engagement and thus bolster satisfaction”
Beahm Designs operations will continue uninterrupted throughout the relocation process. An
open house is planned following Stage 1 reconstruction at the Milpitas facility.
About Beahm Designs
Since 1990 Beahm Designs is recognized as a global leader in innovating and supplying costeffective solutions to meet catheter manufacturing demands. Located in the heart of Silicon
Valley, this privately held company combines innovation and quality with competitive pricing,
short lead times and excellent customer service. From tipping and necking to fusing, bonding and
shrinking, Beahm Designs provides a full spectrum of proven solutions to catheter manufacturers
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worldwide.
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